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1 INTRODUCTION
Future competitiveness of business operations under the dynamic and complex
business situations relies on forward-thinking strategies. In this research, we study
how to implement Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA), the highly competitive operation strategy for managing new business situations through fast strategy
by integrating manufacturing and technology strategies with transformational
leadership profiles of the decision makers. The key idea of fast strategy is strategic agility. Strategy cannot be based only on exceptional forecasting, but also on
fast learning and adjustment according to the changes of business situations like
the influence of global economic crisis. How can we compare in global context
the operational competitiveness of Finnish companies with foreign companies
which are highly competitive in e.g. dealing with crisis, and how can we evaluate
the performance of new strategy adjustments, whether they are effective to deal
with the changing business situations? In this research we use brand new analytical models proposed by Shubin, Liu and Takala (2009) for evaluating the overall
operational competitiveness by integrating manufacturing strategy, transformational leadership, and technology strategy, to test with case companies under dynamic and unforeseen business situations such as dealing with the economic crisis
(Liu, Takala & Si 2009) and expanding the business in global context.
Uncertainty management is an essential part of service business management. A
significant conceptual reformulation is the shift in emphasis from “risk” to “uncertainty”. The traditional emphasis has been on various modes of “risk management”, of protecting the system, and its users, from the failures in the system.
When considering the performance of a system in its larger commercial and political environment, that uncertainty may provide opportunities as well as dangers. It
is important to consider managing not only the downside possibilities, but also the
upside potentials (de Neufville 2004). The success factors related to innovative
service development can be grouped in many different ways e.g. to internal and
external success factors. On the other hand, barriers related to new service development can be categorized similarly, and they can in many cases be seen as “other sides of the coin” to the success factors. The following success factor categories have been identified in a recent study (Ojanen et al. 2008a):
– strategic factors (clearly-defined directions, resource allocation, staffing
etc.)
– organisational factors (cultural issues, inspiring environment etc.)
– structural/process factors (formal processes etc.)
– technological factors (efficient use of ICT, technical competences etc.)
– market factors (changes in the market / in competition, regulations etc.)
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–

network-related factors (depth of relationship, level of communication,
trust and communication between partners etc.)

Moving towards service-oriented business models introduces new risks that must
be taken into account in the development of new services. There is a need to consider risks in customer collaboration, information exchange among service value
network partners, and capabilities related to collaboration and communication.
Internal risks are related to capabilities required by the high-intensity customer
relationships of the new services. External risks include e.g. how customers are
willing to share critical information needed for successful delivery of new services (Gebauer, Fleisch & Friedli 2005).
Service value is created in a network context; the complexity of service delivery
is influenced by the structure and dynamics of the value network and by customer
expectations. This needs to be taken into account when considering the management of risks. Value for customers is created at the network level, each network
partner contributing incremental value to the overall offering. Network actors
contribute to the value creation process by focusing on their core competence and
cooperating with other network actors – such as suppliers, partners, allies, and
customers (Basole & Rouse 2008).

1.1

Research objectives and approach

The objectives of this study were:
1. To study how analytical models for evaluating the overall operational
competitiveness can be applied in service business development.
2. To test these analytical models with case companies under dynamic and
unforeseen business situations such as dealing with the economic crisis
and expanding the business in global context.
3. To study what are the novel and effective uncertainty management principles and practices in service business and international service networks
with several and diverse actors.
The selected research approach for this was a multiple case study. The case study
is the preferred strategy when ”how” or “why” questions are being posed, when
the investigator has little control over events, when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context, and when new areas of research
are explored (Eisenhardt 1991).
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The case study was carried out in four companies, two from the manufacturing
sector and two from the real estate business. Specific service business cases were
chosen from each company for the purpose of understanding the actual business
environment, value networks and risk management processes in service business.
The service business cases from the manufacturing companies were delivery of
after-sales services, and service business as part of new product offering. The real
estate cases were related to the development of rental services. A key step in this
case study involved within-case analysis, with detailed case study reports for each
site. These reports are central to the generation of insight because they help researchers cope early in the analysis process with the volume of data. This process
allows the unique patterns of each case to emerge before investigators push to
generalise patterns across cases (Eisenhardt 1989).
The data gathering in the case study included interviews, working groups and
workshops. The key personnel within the companies were first interviewed to
establish the current status and the key development areas. The interviews were
recorded and transcribed. The data of the initial interviews were used for familiarisation with the company and its current practices and key development targets,
and analysed to create an overview of the main challenges and strengths related to
the value network and new service business development.

1.2

Structure of the report

The main authors of each chapter are listed below:
1. Introduction (Josu Takala, Teuvo Uusitalo)
2. Service culture from transformation leadership and knowledge and technology requirements point of view (Rayko Toshev, Yang Liu, Teppo Forss,
Ivan Golovko, Heli Korpi, Heikki Hallikainen, Josu Takala, Antti Pastuhov, Asiya Kazmi, Antti Rajala, Antti Kukkola)
3. Risk management in service value networks (Teuvo Uusitalo, Katariina
Palomäki, Eija Kupi)
4. Asset-specific service development (Toni Ahonen, Marita Hietikko, Katariina Palomäki)
5. Integration of operations strategy into dynamic sense & response resource
allocations by technology rankings (Rayko Toshev, Yang Liu, Teppo
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Forss, Ivan Golovko, Heli Korpi, Heikki Hallikainen, Josu Takala, Antti
Pastuhov, Asiya Kazmi, Antti Rajala, Antti Kukkola)
6. Impacts for New Knowledge Creations, Limitations, Further Studies and
Managerial Implications (Josu Takala)
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2 SERVICE CULTURE FROM TRANSFORMATION
LEADERSHIP AND KNOWLEDGE AND
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS POINT OF
VIEW
2.1
2.1.1

Operational strategies
Sustainable Operative Housing by Dynamic Renting

The critical factors of knowledge intensive business in a globally competitive
case company can be measured and dynamically developed by “Sense & Respond” methodology (Bradley & Nolan 1998). Critical Factor Index (CFI) (Ranta
& Takala 2007), as well as its developed and stabilized form Balanced Critical
Factor Index (BCFI) (Nadler & Takala 2010) refer directly to the concept of
“Sense & Respond” philosophy and represents easy in use tool for supporting the
strategic decision-making which applicability has wide potential on various markets and types of organizations.
Knowledge intensive business aims at constant modernization, development and
innovation, therefore the whole market segment is quite unstable and barely predictable. The bright representatives of the knowledge intensive business are housing (retailing) companies, as they depend a lot on customers’ opinion, experience,
and satisfaction and face various and unique requirements from the customers’
side. Customer satisfaction has crucial impact on the business. The loyalty of the
customers increases with the satisfaction level which is beneficial for the company. (Forss & Toshev 2010)
This chapter presents results of a comparative study based on two significant actors of housing business in Finland. Due to confidentiality issues the real names
of the companies will not appear in the chapter; they were replaced by ‘Company
A’ and ‘Company B’. The work aims to find a new method for dynamic resource
allocations in the operative renting processes in housing, especially in the process
where the customers move from one apartment to another one (exchange). The
purpose is to evaluate business performance in the case companies through utilization of (B)CFI methodology and find possible similarities, like relationships
with customers, processes and possibilities for growth internally and externally.
The main limitation of the research is the small sample – little number of cases to
be tested. The study proposes to compare the results of the case companies with
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each other in a way to find similarities in critical areas, therefore to detect a possible trend of the housing market development.

2.1.2

Results

The results were gained by utilization of two types of questionnaire for (B)CFI
calculation. BSC (Balanced Score Cards) questionnaire is targeted on strategic
holistic resources, and OP (Operations) questionnaire is enquiring holistic operational resources to be measured in different manners. BSC questionnaire has 18
attributes to be measured, OP questionnaire has 21 attributes. The questionnaires
were applied for three different groups of respondents for better reliability of the
results: ‘Hosting’, ‘Management’ and ‘Rent’. This chapter presents the results of
the combined calculation - from all the three groups of respondents together. In
the case of the Company A, 10 respondents participated in the research and 8 respondents participated from the side of the Company B. The number of participants can be considered as sufficient for making strong judgments and suggestions.
2.1.2.1

Balanced Score Cards (BSC)

It is reasonable to begin with tracing similarities in what the case companies expect to achieve in the future and consider more important for the future competitiveness. Figure 1 demonstrates the comparison between the experiences and expectations of the companies (left picture – Company A; the right one –Company
B). The attributes with the biggest gap between experience (past/present) and expectation (future) are the strongest ones.
The matches between the expected positive changes for the companies are marked
by rectangles over the attributes. The above listed graphic implies that among the
attributes with the biggest gap only one is expected to improve in both companies
– ‘Information technology’. Both companies feel that they are lacking in the mentioned attribute and expect it to improve in the future.

Proceedings of the University of Vaasa. Reports

Figure 1.

7

PERFORMANCE (BSC): Expectations vs. experiences among
Companies A and B.

Figure 2 demonstrates the results of CFI (BSC) calculation for both companies.
Both red and yellow attributes belong to the extremes and should be considered as
critical or potentially critical.
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Figure 2.

CFI: Matches of the extreme attributes among Companies A and B
(PERFORMANCE - BSC).

As for the previous figure (Figure 2), the matches are marked by rectangles over
the attributes. The graphic shows that three attributes may become critical in the
close future: ‘Brand’, ‘Information technology’ and ‘Benevolent collaboration’;
that is why the companies need to pay attention to them.
The following Figure 3 uses the same logic with only one difference – it refers to
BCFI (BSC) calculation. Now matches were traced in both extreme groups (red
and yellow). The following attributes have the potential to become critical for the
companies’ business performance: ‘Brand’, ‘Information technology’ (as in the
case of CFI (BSC) calculation).
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Figure 3.

9

BCFI: Matches of the extreme attributes among Companies A and B
(PERFORMANCE – BSC).

At the same time, the following attributes are critical already for both case companies: ‘Openness’ and ‘Customer’.
2.1.2.2

Operations (OP)

As in the previous sub-chapter, we begin with the investigation of experiences,
expectations and gaps between them inside the two case companies. The target is
to understand, which of the attributes from resource point of view are taken by the
companies more seriously and which they want to improve. Figure 4 demonstrates the comparison between the experiences and expectations of the companies (left picture – Company A; the right one – Company B). The most interesting
for us are the attributes with the biggest gap between experience (past/present)
and expectation (future).

10
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Figure 4.

RESOURCES (OP): Expectations vs. Experiences among Companies A and B.

The matches between the expected positive changes for the companies are marked
by rectangles over the attributes. Figure 4 shows the following matching attributes
– ‘Communication between different departments and hierarchy levels’ and
‘Availability of information in information systems’. Both companies express their
will to improve the mentioned attributes in the nearest future to have a better
functioning internal processes.
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Figure 5 demonstrates the results of CFI (OP) calculation for both companies.
The similarities among the critical areas of the companies are marked by rectangles over the attributes.

Figure 5.

CFI: Matches of the extreme attributes among Companies A and B
(RESOURCES - OP).

The figure shows that two attributes are critical for both companies: ‘Adaptation
to knowledge and technology’ and ‘Utilizing different types of organizing systems
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(projects, teams, processes...)’. The companies need to improve the listed attributes by harmonizing the flow of internal processes. The following Figure 6 uses
the same logic with one difference - it refers to BCFI (OP) calculation.

Figure 6.

BCFI: Matches of the extreme attributes among Companies A and B
(RESOURCES - OP).
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Now matches were traced in both extreme groups (red and yellow). The following
attribute has potential to become critical for the companies’ business performance: ‘Leadership and management systems of the company’. At the same time,
the following attributes are critical already for both case companies: ‘Training
and development of the company's personnel’, ‘Communication between different
departments and hierarchy levels’ and ‘Utilizing different types of organizing
systems (projects, teams, processes...)’ (as in case of CFI (OP) calculation).

2.1.3

Validation

The significance of results’ validation is important for all research, as it indicates
the reliability and correctness of the study made. In addition, it enables detection
of the study’s drawbacks and judgments about further research needs in the area.
The results of the analysis for Company A are at the semi-strong market test stage
as the decisions made on the results’ basis have been already applied (Kasanen,
Lukka & Siitonen 1993).
The results of Company B have gone through weak market test (Kasanen et al.
1991). The test was carried out by asking the commitment of the management to
propose an improvement (efficiency and effectiveness) of the attributes found
critical, for example: ‘Communication between different departments and hierarchy levels’ and ‘Utilizing different types of organizing systems (projects, teams,
processes...)’. The main limitation of the research is the small sample – little
number of participating case companies.
2.1.3.1

Conclusions

A new method for dynamic resource allocations in the operative processes in
housing, especially in the renting, where the customers move from one apartment
to another one, has been proposed, and preliminarily validated and verified by
weak and semi-strong market tests. Through the applied methodology we found
out which areas of the companies’ business performance and resources (internal
process flow) are critical and may become critical. Hence, it became possible to
trace tendencies which take place internally and externally of, at least, two companies operating on the housing market of Finland. With more participants the
method has good potential to predict the behaviour of the whole Finnish housing
market. This might be considered as a strong tool of strategic planning and decision-making. Another benefit is comparatively simple application of the method
to other market segments and industries. The study has shown high level of expertise for the answers obtained and sufficient level of the overall reliability. Nevertheless, the method is at the very early stage of development and has been tested
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only with two participating company. Further development and validation is required for getting stronger data about trends and correlations existing in the proposed method.

2.1.4
2.1.4.1

Comparison of social housing policies in Finland, China and Thailand
Introduction

During the RESPONSE project Chinese, Thai and Finnish social housing models
were compared to get profound knowledge of the variances in affordable housing
policies. This comparison takes into account the influence of number of factors at
macroeconomic level - urbanization level, population growth, gross domestic
product etc. The work ranks targets and goals of policy makers and project developers for the implementation of policies and describes the role of social housing
for regional development and economic growth. Comparing different countries
with the Finnish model highlights major differences in the developing cycles of
the real estate business. Statistical indicators for the 50 year historic values are
discussed.

2.1.4.2

Social housing

Social housing policies are one of the tools that governments use when trying to
provide welfare for all citizens and ensure economic stability. With high turbulence in global markets and growing social unrest social housing is high in the
agenda of policy makers
The link between social housing and economic factors is quite acquainted to policy makers, but still studies of the factors behind the actual measures taken to address the topics are not proportional to the importance of the issue. Housing policies are closely connected to overall economic performance and living standards.
Indeed, as recent analysis shows, effectively supervised financial and mortgage
market development combined with policies that enhance housing supply flexibility are key for macroeconomic stability (Forss & Toshev. 2012.)
There are substantial variations around the world in the countries policy responses
to economic and demographic changes. They differ depending on national cultures and political traditions as well as on the impulses of the development of the
national economies. Still housing has been a major policy ingredient for almost
every state regulation in the effort to adopt welfare-state model. (Feddes & Dieleman 1996.)
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Starting from the 60’s substantial efforts have been directed to building more
dwellings in response to the housing shortage. Over the years the focus moved
from construction subsidies, meant to keep the cost of housing low, to housingcost subsidies that were made accessible to households whose earnings did not let
increase in housing expenses. Such help was offered mostly to tenants in some
countries, while elsewhere similar packages also included low-income homeowners (Weesep 2000). In countries where such policies are implemented, house prices easily reach market levels. At the same time, it stimulated efforts to improve
housing quality within and outside designated urban renewal areas. Nowadays the
links between housing policies and economic cycles took the form of adjustments
made in various housing programs to keep up with changes in national economic
conditions. Motivation for adjusting the housing policies derived from policy decisions concerning the national budget.
States have had to take proactive measures in the context of global economic crisis, which gave the size of the national debt so much political weight. Yet, at lower levels of policy-making, there is another economic dimension of housing.
There are clear signs that local and regional governments turn increasingly to social housing as tool to stabilize economic environment and sustain wellbeing.
This is a response to fundamental changes in the world economy. (Weesep 2000)
The accessibility of affordable housing for low-income groups varies widely
among countries. It depends on the shares of social, subsidized, and market-rate
housing as well as on the mix of rental and owner-occupier dwellings. From this
perspective and considering the various levels of economic development in different societies, it is understandable that housing finance – and more broadly
speaking, housing policy instruments – have taken various courses in different
countries. Historically, each country’s housing policy can be divided into three
main stages:
1. Concentration on new construction
2. Emphasis on management and maintenance of the existing stock and improving the use of existing assets
3. Emphasis on addressing problems in connection with regenerating urban
areas and restructuring housing within wider social infrastructures, again
within the framework of privatization and reduced funding
Policy-makers have to make some basic choices regarding the design of a housing
finance system to address specific housing sector objectives:
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•
•
•
•

Demand or supply support?
Location- or household-specific support?
Entitlements or rationed/allocated support?
Linking subsidies to housing finance or not?

Answering these questions in practice requires balancing and trade-offs between
three major criteria, namely property development, government interventions and
housing diversification. There are no straightforward solutions to the questions,
but there may be a possible link to the objectives and housing policy instruments
available to decision-makers and to the financial (budgetary) limitations of the
housing finance system. (ARA 2011)
Finland
The most important forms of production support in countries like Finland are interest subsidies in connection with loans for new production or renovation, as
well as subsidised interest rates on state loans. Additionally, up-front grants are
provided for new production or renovation. Consumption support is defined as
support forms that focus directly on the household and aim to improve its situation on the housing market. The most important forms of consumption support in
the Nordic countries are housing allowances and right to deduct interest on housing loans (tax relief).
The Finnish housing finance and subsidy system is a combination of different
options for both owner-occupied housing and rental housing production. This, and
the so-called ‘dual model’ based on supporting supply and demand have been
found to be effective in Finland. The model has functioned in cooperation between public actors (the State, the Housing Fund, municipalities) and actors on
the market (developers, owners, banks and construction companies).
In Finland, housing is a core element in ensuring welfare for all. The main objective of Finnish housing policy is to guarantee everyone the chance to obtain reasonable accommodation, both in terms of price and quality. Two-thirds of Finland’s housing stock consists of owner-occupied homes. Housing companies are a
typical, specifically Finnish housing system, accounting for approximately half of
all owner-occupied housing in the country. About half of the rental dwellings are
located in housing companies. As a result, various forms of tenure are often
mixed within a single building. As right-of-occupancy housing is organized into
housing companies too, their total share of the housing stock is around 40 per
cent. (Asselin et al. 2002.)
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In the same way as owner-occupied housing, the housing company format can be
adopted for rental housing. In fact, owners and tenants often occupy dwellings in
the same housing company building. In other cases, mostly in state-financed
housing, rental-housing companies are organized as limited liability companies in
which the company’s shares do not entitle the owner to the possession of an individual dwelling.
Right-of-occupancy dwellings are organized in the form of housing companies.
Right-of occupancy agreements give residents certain rights, which are similar to
ownership of one’s own home. Residents pay a right-of-occupancy fee amounting
to 15 per cent of the purchase price of the dwelling and a monthly occupancy fee.
Right-of-occupancy schemes do not ultimately entitle residents to purchase their
homes, although the owners of the housing may not unilaterally terminate the
right-of-occupancy agreement.
Part-ownership housing is a new way to finance the purchase of a dwelling. The
opportunity for part-ownership brings home-ownership within the reach of many
more people. Residents of state-subsidized part-ownership housing first purchase
a 15 per cent share of the dwelling, granting them the right of residency under a
fixed-period tenancy during which they pay rent to the majority owner. At the end
of the tenancy, the residents can buy the rest of the shares. In this manner, residents are entitled to full ownership of the dwelling, under the provisions of the
Housing Companies Act. Eligibility for part-ownership of housing produced
through Housing Fund interest subsidy schemes is based on social and financial
factors. After residents have completely purchased such housing, control over
factors such as residence eligibility and sale price no longer apply. Conditions for
market financed part-ownership schemes run by housing companies differ from
those applying to state-subsidized housing. (ARA 2011)
China
Chinese housing policy is strongly centralized with government situated in Beijing. Advices and recommendations are given to local governance and authorities.
From the capital they are monitoring closely the environment in provinces, cities
and rural areas. The main tools for implementation housing policies in china are
naturally the right and ownership of land, construction project implementation
and financial regulations. The government goals are to ensure the development
and stability in the society with urbanization progress, along with infrastructure
modernization and economic growth. The government and authorities manage the
housing policy by control over land, regulations and capitals. The land is one of
the crucial resources of new building. It cannot be owned by private individuals,
only leased. In principal the government can always take the land its use when it
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needs it necessary. City and areal planning is the most important guide for project
developers. Projects are then led by constructions allowances and regulations. The
government can and does decide what and where can/must be built.
Housing is financed by private and public capital. Owners occupied apartments
finance consists of own capital and bank loan. The guarantee needed for bank
loan is under government control. The guarantee is one practical tool to control
and drive housing markets development. Public support forms for rental housing
are supply and demand based. Supply support is provided to project developer to
decrease rent prices. The valid market price is always according to location, quality and other issues. To get the support the development company must accept
certain technical rules and profit limitations. Actually the government can and
does orders the companies to produce these supported houses in areas they like.
The individuals can get also additional support for rent.
Government launched public housing program 2008. The aim is to provide more
affordable and lower cost housing for people. The housing prices have risen rapidly and it has many negative influences to people and good development. Program supports practically economic growth and wellbeing and avoids unrest in
society.
Thailand
The start of the modern housing policy in Thailand came after WWII and the reconstruction of Bangkok. The city industrialization rate was high and the population grew annually almost 4 % annually over the years. This pressed the government to put more effort to city and housing planning. The first efforts were to
establish authorities with responsibilities for planning. Some major actions were
taken, like clean up the slums and production of new more affordable housing,
like in project “walk up apartments” did. The end of 60’s and beginning of 70’s
brought “Turn the Key” housing in Bangkok. This was suitable to middle- and
higher income customers but also for the financial institutions. The oil crisis in
70’s and second in 80’s slowed down well begun development a bit. The big
boom started in the mid-80’s and continued until the fall of “Asia tigers” in 1997.
During the boom Thailand developed fast due of its cheap labour force and natural resources. The land became attractive for investors from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore etc. At that time the real estate markets developed also and
chanced the city structure to the new direction. The land and former underestimated housing areas for low-income people became more profitable and
forced the people to find new places to live. The boom lasted while the Gulf war
cooled the markets for a while. Many things together made the boom overheat
and in 1997 finally came the financial crisis. It was not until 1999 the recovery
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was seen. Development has been stronger and weaker all the time until the
world’s financial crisis, which slowed the development.
Three government units, Government Housing bank (GH Bank), National Housing Authority (NHA) and Community Development Organization Institute
(CODI), implement government middle- and low-income housing programs. GH
Bank emphasis finance for low- and middle income mortgages. The Bank has
been financing different public housing projects and energy saving projects. NHA
assures shelter for all residents. NHA provides apartments, condominiums, government employee homes etc. NHA acts primarily between government and private sector. The government budget funded GODI finance slum-area communities. Well-developed private-sector housing industry provides homes from lowincome sector to multi-billion dollar homes.
A change in economic variables has relatively fast influence on housing market.
For example, a reduction in interest rate is likely to stimulate both demand and
supply in housing market in the short-run (Hossain & Latif 2009). Whereas, urban
dynamics is a changing process that take a long period of time to show a significant impact on housing market. Therefore, urban dynamics plays an important
role in a long-run analysis.
All of these country profiles differ to one another, but still there are appealing
reasons for policy makers to pursued models devised to create an equitable housing system, since the lowest income groups can gain access to low-rent units – in
principle at least. The study emphasize on identifying tailored best practices government policies that can be effective to proactively deal with the possible pitfalls
this countries are facing. Social restructuring, slowing economic growth and tenant mixing in more expensive new housing to increase local housing opportunities
to socially rising households have already been tested and there tailored implementation is a must in the Asian housing market. (Priemus & Van Kempen 1999.)
2.1.4.3

Research approach

During the RESPONSE project we collected data for the description of social
housing models in Finland, China and Thailand, and identified the major factors,
influencing the structure of the policies of these countries. Structured interviews
with decision makers in the sector, housing managers and operators, as well as
residents and tenants were conducted in the countries. The topics of discussion
were the applied policies, the existing elements of social support for low-income
population; the role of social housing as a part of the whole housing market; targets, indicators and goals, what should be the share of social housing in existing
housing stock and in new production, as well as future development trends and
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challenges in the implementation of policies. Apartment complexes were visited
and awarded social housing projects were inspected to get representative sample
of the housing environment. On this basis the hierarchy of criteria for decision
making was derived, showed at Figure 7.

Figure 7.

The hierarchy tree for the housing policy decision making.

During the visits, questionnaire generated from the hierarchy model with Analytical Hierarchy Process AHP software “Expert choice”, were filled by national
housing authorities, social housing sector stakeholders, housing companies’ representatives and university researchers. Out of twenty selected representatives
seven participants answered in China, 7 out of 16 answered in Thailand, as well
as twenty two informants out of 30 answered in Finland. They filled in the provided questionnaire either as paper format or using the online web based tool.
Based on the answers of the pairwise comparison, calculations allow to solve importance weight value for each factor and to compare overall the ranking of criteria in complete synthesis. In such a way AHP permits decision makers to institute
multi-focused housing policy, balancing between factors as is appropriate for
their specific country environment targets. (Saaty 2008)
We combined individual judgements in country profiles and ranked the consistency of the answers to validate the logic of the respondents. Importance weight results are a measure of current resource allocation and a foundation for estimates
about the effect of reallocating in times of global economic turbulence. This can
be further develop scenario planning implementation and enhance policy making.
(Forss & Toshev. 2012)
Analysing decision hierarchy for diverse countries can generate versatile signals.
It helps to minimize information gaps and inefficient decision making from strategic goals to day to day operations. Management have to make decisions for the
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future of the company/organization based on information for the capital flows and
level of service needed. (Forss & Toshev. 2012)
For additional verification of the presented social housing factor importance
weightings, we take a historic review of the major macroeconomic indicators such
as Urbanization level, Population growth, Gross Domestic Product levels and
Human development, and generate regression trends in last 50 years data window.
They are compared in order to explain the different environment of the housing
markets. Descriptive statistics for the indicators are also discussed.
Data analysis
After all the information from the questionnaire was analyzed, the calculated relative importance values are presented in Figure 8. Each country profile represents
the combined participants’ evaluation and the weights of three major policy factors sum up to 100%.

Figure 8.

Main policy factors weightings among the three countries.

As it is evident from Figure 8, government intervention is the single most important factor for the social housing policy of China. This comes as no surprise
given the centralized decision structure that is dominant in the country. The same
criteria also have the highest priority in Thailand, though in that state all three
measures are well balanced. In Finland property development have the highest
priority with 42 % importance, 11 more than the level of China and Thailand.
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Government intervention and housing diversification are of equal value in the
Scandinavian country too.
Table 1.

Main factors importance present values.
Finland
28,6%
42,9%
28,5%

Government Interventions
Property development
Housing Diversification

China
54,3%
31,7%
14,0%

Thailand
38,5%
31,2%
30,3%

Inconsistencies in the answers were measured at 0,007 for the Finnish sample,
0,01 for the Chinese and Thailand, which are all in the acceptable limits for the
model.
In Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 all the factors are sorted according there values with respect to the overall social housing policy. The small gap between the
factors in Finnish results indicates more balanced strategy, and advanced culture
of private housing system.
M ainte nan c e _an d _mana ge ment
Produ c t ion_ of _ne w _h omes
R e nov ation_of _existing _ho uses
Spec ial Gro ups hou sing
L oc a tio n reg ion de v
Soc ial inf rastru c tu re
State s Subsidized R e nta l H o using
Ow ne r oc c u pa nc y
Soc ial_ H ou sing_ Supply_su pp ort
Sellin g ho uses o n th e ma rk e t
M ark et fin an c ed R en tal H ousing
D e mo lition o f h ouses
R e gulat ion of ren t a nd entitlemen t/ rat.. .
R ight of o c c up anc y
Soc ial_ H ou sing_ D ema nd_ support

Figure 9.

. 130
. 102
. 091
. 087
. 087
. 077
. 076
. 074
. 061
. 055
. 039
. 035
. 034
. 028
. 027

Complete hierarchy weights for Finland.

In China there is a group of five very important factors and large importance gap
to the last 6 elements. Strong urbanisation and fast economic growth present issues that need to be addressed by central government as social housing supply
and demand are of highest priority. There is strong state control and trust in it.
Social infrastructure and stability are a big concern having in mind the lack of
organization and resources for distant and rural population groups.
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.1 95
.1 72
.1 69
.1 40
.1 14
.0 55
.0 50
.0 39
.0 28
.0 26
.0 13

Figure 10. Complete hierarchy weights for China.
Social structure issues are influencing the prioritization in Thailand as well, but
there maintenance and management and private ownership are of high significance. Social stability is an issue, as the country lacks confidence in public housing. The results suggest also China and Thailand lack’s renovation efforts for old
houses, which is a reason for the partially bad housing conditions present there.
Soc ial_ Inf rastru c tu re
M ainte nan c e _an d _Man a ge m. ..
Ow ne r_ Oc c up an c y
R e nov ation_of _H ouses
L oc a tio n_ an d_R eg ion_ D ev el. ..
Produ c t ion_ of _N e w_ H ouses
Soc ial_ H ou sing_ Supply_S u pp.. .
Subsid ized_R en ta l_H o using
Soc ial_ H ou sing_ D ema nd_ Su...
D e mo lition_of_ Ho uses
Priv a te_ R en tal_Housing

. 202
. 164
. 159
. 117
. 070
. 061
. 056
. 053
. 049
. 035
. 033

Figure 11. Complete hierarchy weights for Thailand.
Macroeconomic Indices analysis
The path of these three countries population growth differs a lot (Figure 12), but
the latest data shows they are all reaching for 0,5 % average annual population
growth.
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Figure 12. Population growth (annual %).
Annual population growth rate for year t is the exponential rate of growth of midyear population from year t-1 to t, expressed as a percentage. Population is based
on the de facto definition of population, which counts all residents regardless of
legal status or citizenship--except for refugees not permanently settled in the
country of asylum, who are generally considered part of the population of the
country of origin (derived from total population). (United Nations Population
Division 2009.)
The Human Development Index for the period 1980- 2010 demonstrates in Figure
13 similar trends for positive development, with fairly equal growth factor for
Finland and Thailand, while China shows steeper growth.

Figure 13. Human Development Index.
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Human Development Index is an index used to rank countries by level of "human
development". It contains three dimensions: health level, educational level and
living standard.
In our data analysis we used multi tools for extracting regression and correlation
results for the income per person, gross domestic product per capita and urban
population indicators for the historic period from 1960 till 2010.
The economic conditions in the three countries differ as China and Thailand GDP
figures are much lower compared to the Finnish level. Finnish income per person
grew much faster over the period 1960-1989, while for the two Asian countries it
was almost flat. This is of major importance for the economic and housing cycle.

Figure 14. Income per person, Gross Domestic Product per capita in constant
2000 US$. (World Bank World Development Indicators).
The data in Figure 14 shows that Chinese average income will soon equal those of
Thailand. Table 2 shows that China is the only country with positive kurtosis
translating to ever positive increase in the indicator with lowest standard deviation from the mean growth. As for Finland, while having the highest income still
have also the highest deviation and variance from the growth rate.
Table 2.

Finland
China
Thailand

Descriptive statistic for income per person indicator.

Standard
Sample
Deviation
Variance
5969.08 35629968.33
498.67
248672.00
738.25
545009.92

Kurtosis Skewness Minimum Maximum
-0.80
1.32
-1.20

0.24
1.46
0.52

7305.22
72.32
317.08

28626.73
1964.71
2640.29
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The Urban population percentage indicator (Figure 15) suggest that Finland
reached high level of urbanization much earlier than the Asian countries, and for
period of 15 years, till 1975 reached about 60%, and kept relatively stable since
then. China is experiencing increasing rate of growth in urban population from
1978, though not as sharp as Finland in the early period, still the current level is
44% and steadily rising. Compared to these countries Thailand has not seen sharp
increase in the urban population and the variation is the lowest in the compared
group.

Figure 15. Urban population (% of total).
Urban population refers to people living in urban areas as defined by national
statistical offices. It is calculated using World Bank population estimates and urban ratios from the United Nations World Urbanization Prospects. (United Nations, World Urbanization Prospects.)
Historically, the country’s housing policy aims can be divided into three main
stages:
1. Concentration on new construction
2. Emphasis on management and maintenance of the existing stock and improving the use of existing assets
3. Emphasis on addressing problems in connection with regenerating urban
areas and restructuring housing within wider social infrastructures,
Within such framework of comparison, Thailand shows slow urbanization growth
and lowest urbanization level situated between phase 2 and 3. Finland is well into
stage 3 with social infrastructure in some living areas becoming issue and diffi-
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culties as aging population is in need of renovation old housing stock. Though
China has stable economic growth, still shows features of stage 1 policy priorities.
Table 3.

Descriptive statistic for urban population % indicator.

Standard Sample
Deviation Variance
Finland
7.34
53.91
China
8.65
74.89
Thailand
4.49
20.20

Kurtosis Skewness Minimum Maximum
0.37
-1.00
-1.38

-1.33
0.65
-0.32

38.10
16.00
19.70

63.30
43.10
33.32

China and Finland exhibit similar deviation over the historic period, while Thailand has half of the variance, confirming the smoothest urban population growth.
GDP growth, Urbanization rate and Human development index have been correlated against each other with results shown in Table 4. All indicators show significant positive correlation. This can be explained with the fact that rural are people
seeking higher income at urban centres and this phenomenon is observed in our
sample for all the countries, China having the highest values and Thailand coming
close second. Finland showing lowest correlation value, both for income per person vs. urban population %.
Table 4.

Pearson Correlation coefficients between Income per person,
Urban population % and Human development index from year
1960 to 2008.

Country
Income per person vs.
Urban population %

Finland
0.8377

China
0.9569

Thailand
0.9250

Income per person vs.
Human Development
Index

0.9461

0.9615

0.9816

Urban population % vs.
Human Development
Index

0.8998

0.9987

0.9977

Conclusions
Housing became a tool of social welfare redistribution, largely through the construction of a large subsidized rental stock. Governments have been trying to increase the economic efficiency of their housing systems without compromising
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social equity. Therefore, with time the focus of housing policy shifted from production to maintenance, to support for households in need. More vital changes are
coming for fast growing economies, as governments give priority to development
goals. It is up to policy-makers to prove that there are rational and bring equity to
population. Whereas housing policy generally follows the economy, that link
could also work the other way around. As local governments compete for economic growth, a promising strategy is to improve local housing conditions and
proactively address social infrastructure issues.
Further analysis
The identified trends can be used in scenario planning and SWOT analysis to calculate the direction of change and the variation of main criteria. Empirical connections can be made with main criteria values to rearrange the complete hierarchy weights depending of global economic figures.

2.2
2.2.1

Transformational leadership
Transformational leadership

The transformational leadership studies were started by James MacGregor Burns.
The baseline and purpose of transformational leadership is to inspire, encourage
and motivate each other by taking into account trust building between different
individuals, and to work together towards common goals. (Bass 1985)
Transformational leadership is an interesting leadership style. It leads different
positive issues and changes in the working life by demanding forecasts of quickly
changing operational environment and on different levels in an organization. A
transformational leader is an energetic and helpful person who usually takes the
situation under control by aiming forward with clear goals and clear vision.
Transformational leadership survives best from the challenges, because they have
the will to forecast and to prepare the organization to the changes fast enough. To
guarantee the competitiveness and the market capability, the resources will be
utilized effectively. The managers utilizing transformational leadership are ‘always there for you’, visible, not hidden in their offices. They are willing to be role
models for the others and show an example to them. When problems appear, the
manager will settle the issue, search for different solutions for the best results in
practice. The transformational leader may also get frustrated without being able to
use their skills in situations they could change things for a better direction and get
results by a proactive manner to meet the goals.
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Transformational leadership during crisis

Serious problems in economy caused by the turbulent changes in the business
environments may drive the business down. The problem is usually that the situation has not been focused enough. Organizations should always aim at the adaptation to the changes in the environment so that the quick changes in their strategies and business plans could be made. When success is created, the highlighted
individuals are the ones who adapt and quickly learn new things, and will be aiming to common goals. The organization culture defines the principles affecting the
procedures made by the transformational leaders being in the key position for
changes.
According to RESPONSE case studies, transformational leadership indexes
changed because of the crisis in economy after 2008. The biggest reason for this
was the fast speed of change and the lack of protean in organizations. The problem was too low level of proactiveness, e.g. the subordinates coaching for the
production calculations and encouraging meeting goals. These problems should
be paid more attention to, so that they could be quickly taken into account and
their competitive position would sustain. The problems also affect the decrease of
the companies’ results. The decreases were also affected by the tightened competition and the slow down of customer inquiries. The continuous development and
maintaining competitiveness, is the most important matter in every organization.
Organizations must be able to do quick changes in constantly changing environments. Problems that were experienced after the case- research require immediate
inspections and improving, so the companies’ competitive advantage would sustain. In the case companies, the company's strategic direction was not always
clear. On the base of the operational competitiveness in category (MSI), they
mostly operated as prospector and defender simultaneously. It is important to
consider that operational competitiveness in category (MSI) and transformational
leadership (TLI) are compatible and supportive to the company's sustainable
competitive advantage. By training the organization managers to the change, possibilities for comprehensive changes and innovations are opened for the organizations. (Figure 16, Nissinen 2004, p. 55)
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Figure 16. Transformational leadership CZ4 model: The four different components of the management of change.
Transformational leadership should aim to encourage the employees for creativity, so that the attention is focused to them as individuals with mutual trust. The
employees should learn to find new and potential manners to do things. It is also
intended to offer help and support, and to encourage the subordinates in different
situations, and to keep the communication channels open. In this way their own
thoughts can be improved by freely sharing own thoughts and suggestions. An
inspirer with mental reform and motivated personality, who is aiming with a clear
vision to the goal, also gives the successors and employees passion and motivation to meet the goals. Transformational leadership has to work as a role model
and get the subordinates to track and follow these features.

2.3
2.3.1

Knowledge and technology requirements
Validation of Sense & Respond Methodology Through the prism of
technology implementation

BCFI (Balanced Critical Factor Index) methodology (Nadler & Takala 2010) as
the practical interpretation of “Sense & Respond” methodology (Bradley & Nolan
1998) aims at detection of the attributes affecting company’s business performance in the most sufficient manner, therefore provides the company with possibility for its adjustment and development. In general the methodology is the supporting tool for strategic decision-making which can be utilized in different types
of organizations and segments of the market. BCFI on its current stage of development looks into the problem from the side of knowledge existing in the compa-
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ny as the basis of resource allocation arrangement. The growing role of technology cannot be underestimated nowadays as it brings vast number of opportunities
for business development, growth and strengthen of the competitive advantages.
In the current century of the world wide spreading of information technology (IT)
even the companies with conservative forms of operations relay on them. The
technology has overcome the barrier when was only created by knowledge, but
now vice versa, technology gained ability for the knowledge creation. In this
sense, at least two points of view should be applied by BCFI methodology –
knowledge and technology.
The current article demonstrates validation of Balanced Critical Factor Index
through utilization of technology component. The validation is arranged through
comparison of traditional BCFI and technology-extended BCFI calculation. It
goes in close relation with Constructive Research Approach (Kasanen, Lukka &
Siitonen 1993), as tries to build a new method based on previously developed
theories. In result two sides of business are analyzed what leads to more measured
and accurate strategic decisions. In addition, the extended model brings possibility for displacing attributes from critical to non-critical ones. The case study is at
the semi-strong market test stage as the decisions made on the results’ basis have
been already applied. Nevertheless, the main limitation of the research is the
small sample – little number of participants.

2.3.2

Results

The current chapter demonstrates the application of the described methods to the
case company TEAK (the abbreviation is in Finnish). TEAK abbreviation stands
for ‘Leading Technology and Training Centre’ for wood and furniture industries
in Scandinavia. The chosen research method is survey; the interviewee focus
group consists of the company’s board members (seven participants), hence insuring high level of expertise for the obtained answers. The case study is in the semistrong market test stage as the decisions made on the results have been already
applied. The strong market test results will be available when the consequence of
the made decisions appear.
Figure 17 compares the traditional BCFI (the columns on the left hand side) with
the technology extended BCFI, measuring technology importance by knowledge
(the columns on the right hand side). The arrows on the top of the columns show
the direction of attributes change in case of application both of BCFI results, the
arrows’ colour relates attributes with the critical (red and yellow) or non-critical
(green) category. The same logic is further used in similar type of graphics.
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From Figure 17 it is possible to note the significant difference in attitude of
knowledge and technology to criticality. From technology point of view, the attributes number 2, 3, 13, 14, 15, 18, 24, 25, 29, 30, 33 and 39 were even more
critical in comparison with the traditional attitude of BCFI. They referred to the
critical (red colour) category. At the same time, some of the attributes from the
non-critical (green colour) sector felt even more stable: the attributes number 1, 4,
6, 7, 9, 16, 19, 26, 34, 35 and 38.

Figure 17. Comparison of traditional BCFI to the extended one in past (20082011).
The study offers to check if we would have an opportunity in the past to adjust at
least some of the attributes in a way to make them non-critical, or not that critical
as they were. Figure 18 demonstrates the alternative choice from the dominating
technology, which brings the possibility to adjust number of attributes and displace them from critical to non-critical category.
The following attributes (Figure 18) could be adjusted and normalized in the past
through application of other technology level: 2, 3, 15, 18, 24, 25, 29, 30 and 39.
In result 75% of the critical attributes might leave the most critical level (red).
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Figure 18. Possible correction of BCFI attributes in Past (2008-2011).
Nevertheless, the attributes 2 and 39 would touch the upper extreme area after the
adjustment and had a strong potential to drop down significantly in the nearest
future, but at that time they could influence the business performance in a better
way.
Now we should try to predict the future change of criticality for the period 20112015 (Figure 19), which is more interesting for the case company as it can be prepared in advance.

Figure 19. Comparison of traditional BCFI to the extended one in Future (20112015).
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Exploiting the same scheme of analysis as for the previous period (2008-2011) we
may notice that, from technology point of view, the attributes number 1, 2, 7, 8, 9,
13, 18, 22, 23, 26, 28, 35, 36, 37 and 38 will be much more critical in comparison
with the traditional attitude of BCFI. They will refer to the critical (red colour)
category, and values most of them will be close to zero. Nevertheless, it should
not be percept in a too dramatic way, as the positive changes will also take place,
for example, the attributes number 3, 10, 12, 15, 17, 25, 27 and 29 will become
more stable in their category (green colour).
Figure 20 states that positive adjustment by technology level can be made for the
attributes number 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 23, 26, 28, 35, 36 and 37.

Figure 20. Possible correction of BCFI attributes in Future (2011-2015).
In result 74% of the most critical attributes can be adjusted in the future and become members of better category with less negative influence on the company’s
business performance.

2.3.3

Validation

In any research validation of the results is the crucial point, which states for the
correctness of judgements and takes the role of mile stone for further investigation. The study refers to the qualitative one. The case company (TEAK) is represented by the high qualified board members (seven participants), what says for
the high reliability of their responses. Figure 21 shows the level of deviation between the participants’ responses. In other words, it is the separated summaries of
variability coefficients for Technology, Experiences and Expectations rankings
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given by the respondents. The lower the value of an attribute the more reliable the
result is. All the values are lower than 1, what stands for the good reliability of the
data.

Figure 21. Implication Levels for three sections of questionnaire: expectations,
experience and technology.
The results of the analysis had been discussed among the TEAK board members
and were characterized as trustable. By the time, the decisions made on the results’ basis have been processed; therefore the semi-strong market test was arranged.

2.4

Conclusions

Due to the growing importance of technology involvement in the present business
environment, the need to understand the business attitude in this sense is increasing proportionally. Technology and knowledge nowadays constantly cooperate on
the way of creation new technology out of knowledge and vice versa. The study
helps to extend the traditional BCFI (Balanced Critical Factor Index) by technology mean, what gives more measured and accurate results for taking further strategic/optimization steps. In addition, the extended BCFI gives a unique chance to
adjust/develop the critical areas of the business performance and bring them to a
better non-critical level. Through this stream the results of traditional BCFI have
been validated and adjusted by the added technology mean.
The investigation based on TEAK (Leading Technology and Training Centre)
case company demonstrated high level of expertise for the obtained answers and
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good level of overall reliability. The case study is at the semi-strong market test
stage as the decisions made on the results’ basis have been already applied.
The method is at the very early stage of development, therefore has been tested
only with one participating company. It can be called as the main limitation at the
moment. Further development and validation is required for getting stronger data
about trends and correlations existing in the proposed BCFI extension.
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3 RISK MANAGEMENT IN SERVICE VALUE
NETWORKS
3.1

Introduction

Developing business through service excellence is one way of surviving the competition while improving customer service and loyalty. In service business management it is important to take risks into careful consideration e.g. during the
transition process of organisations from a manufacturer to a service provider
(Ojanen et al. 2008a) as moving towards service oriented business models introduces new risks which must be taken into account in the development of new services.
Value for customers is created at the network level, in which each network partner contributes incremental value to the overall offering. The structure and dynamics of the value network and customer expectations influence the complexity
of service delivery. This needs to be taken into account when considering management of risks. Network actors contribute to the value creation process by focusing on their core competence and cooperating with other network actors, such
as suppliers, partners, allies, and customers, through various value constellations
(Basole & Rouse 2008).
Managing risks is essential part of service business management. Risks related to
e.g. quality of services, service cost-effectiveness, available resources for service
development, and service contracts need to be taken into account. Moreover, there
is a need to consider risks in customer collaboration, information exchange between service value network partners and capabilities related for collaboration
and communication. Internal risks are related to capabilities required by the highintensity customer relationships of the new services. External risks include e.g.
how customers are willing to share critical information needed for successful delivery of new services (Gebauer, Fleisch & Friedli 2005).
Risk management is about improving business performance via systematic identification, appraisal and management of business related risk. The traditional emphasis of risk management has been on protecting the system, and its users, from
the failures in the system. ISO/EIC Guide 73 defines risk as the “effect of uncertainty on objectives”. Effect is a deviation from the expected and can be positive
or negative (ISO/IEC Guide 73 2009), and therefore improving performance covers also exploiting opportunities or favourable possibilities, upside risks, in addition to downside. When considering the performance of a system in its larger
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commercial and political environment, uncertainty may provide opportunities as
well as threats. As competition is more and more happening at the network level,
it is challenging to identify threats and opportunities that may rise, and act on
them.
In order to manage risks systematically, organizations are typically applying formal risk management methods and procedures. In addition to formal practices,
organizations need to increase flexibility to absorb the unexpected and to be prepared for the uncertainties that cannot be assessed beforehand (Williamson 2007;
Power 2009). The understanding of risk and uncertainty management has mainly
been based on linear models that describe how various risk events are present in
considered business activities. These models provide valuable information as to
why firms should manage risks. They provide, however, less information about
how firms turn the incentives to manage risk into actual decisions on the choice of
risk management measures, how risks change and how the risk management strategies evolve over time (Lanne 2008).
As an important part of business continuity management, risk management is a
way to identify and manage the various sources of uncertainties which can give
rise to threats that can at worst end in failures but also to opportunities and success. Factors that positively affect development of new service business are critical if an organisation wants to succeed, but if they are ignored or fallen down on,
there is a risk that the service development may fail. Risks can be considered as
“the other side of the coin” to the success factors (Lanne & Ojanen 2009).

3.2

Risk management in value networks

New networked business models challenge the traditional theory of the firm. The
new business models are based on complicated inter-organisational systems for
innovation, production, marketing and connecting with customers and investors.
On the supply side, outsourcing, and the Internet have led to new connections that
provide variety of services. On the demand side, open architectures and empowered consumers are driving both innovation and customisation of existing products and services and their marketing. This requires companies to view their profits and risks not in terms of what they control internally, but in terms of their relational capabilities to the networks in which they are embedded (Kleindorfer &
Wind 2009).
While networks present opportunities, they also raise a number of risks and challenges. Accountability and transparency can be lost in the complex web of net-
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works. Business networks are increasingly complex and dynamically changing
webs of relationships. Key drivers are increasing product and service complexity,
e-business, outsourcing and globalisation (Harland, Brenchley & Walker 2003).
New networks have provided considerable increases in access to resources and
markets. At the same time this change has exposed companies and economies to
new complexities and risks because of the increased interdependencies implied by
the networks. These risks are the downside of the opportunities reflected by the
new value networks (Kleindorfer & Wind 2009).
The current models and frameworks for enterprise risk management (ERM) emphasise the need to embed risk management systems within business processes,
and therefore the focus is usually concentrated on the individual organisation as
the appropriate unit of analysis, bearing little or no relation to the company’s involvement in wider networks. It has been argued that the recent financial crisis is
largely the result of a failure to represent and understand interconnectedness in
this wider sense of embeddedness in networks (Power 2009). Lately however the
focus has been shifting towards the extended organisation and network level. As
companies are increasingly relying on different collaborative arrangements in
their business models, they become also more dependent on other companies capabilities and resources. This makes their situation more unpredictable regarding
possible changes in the business environment (Hallikas & Varis 2009).
Networks increase interdependencies and this creates challenges for managing
risks. This is especially apparent in areas such as security and enterprise risk
management, where the actions of a single player can cause problems to everyone
in the network (Kunreuther 2009). The networks have led to second-order and
third-order effects that are absent from bilateral relationship. Networked enterprises raise issues of group influence, cascading, contagion and interdependent
risks that cannot be controlled through standard mechanisms (Kleindorfer &
Wind 2009).

3.3

Risks and success factors in new service business
development

Different risks and success factors are critical at the different stages of new service development process. Johnson et al. (2000) introduce a process cycle of new
service development. In the development stage of a new service, new ideas are
screened, and winning concepts are developed and tested for feasibility. The first
steps of the new service development process require deep understanding of the
customers’ behaviour and needs, production, and business processes (see e.g.
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Ojanen et al. 2008a). Concepts that pass the development hurdle are then considered in the analysis stage to determine their potential as part of a profitable business venture. At this stage it is important to consider the value network structure
and information flows. Successful concepts then move to the design phase where
a new service product and process is created and field-tested with appropriate
personnel training and marketing campaign. Finally, a proven new service is given a full launch. The new service development process is driven by enablers:
teams that are cross-functional, tools, and an organisation context that includes a
culture of accepting innovation. (Johnson et al. 2000.) A service product consists
of people, systems, and technology.
In service companies, the foundation for quick and effective service development
lays on the strategic operation choices made regarding the use of teams, information technology and the process design of new service development (Froehle et
al. 2000). In addition to these, success factors influencing new service development include e.g. management support and involvement of both managers and
other employees, interaction with customers, skilful project leader, and formal
new service development process that also has some elements of improvisation.
Besides external communication, also managing internal communication among
company’s personnel is important. (Edvardsson, Haglund & Mattson 1995;
Edvardsson, Gustafsson & Enquist 2007; Johne & Storey 1998; Martin & Horne
1995.)
Especially the role of customers has been recognised as important, and typically
the more successful new service developers have utilised efficiently information
about the customer in idea generation, business evaluation and marketing plan
preparation (Martin & Horne 1995). Understanding the customer is the key to
commercial success, and therefore, when developing and launching new services,
attention should be paid to the customers’ needs, expectations, quality perceptions, and values. The service culture and strategy of a company should be customer-centric and in line with customers’ values and priorities. Also involving the
customer in the actual development process is important. However, besides customers, company needs to monitor and understand market and future trends
(Edvardsson, Gustafsson & Enquist 2007). Development of new services should
be based on an intimate knowledge of customer needs, problems and operating
systems. In addition, involvement of expert front line personnel in the process,
and implementing a formal and planned launch programme for the new service
are critical for the success of new services (De Brentani 2001).
In addition to the importance of customer orientation in the service business development, there are also great challenges and risks in the collaboration between
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customer and supplier as well as in the activities of service network (Ojanen
2008b). Possible obstacles may relate to lack of information about specifications,
goals and markets, uncertainty about the sponsor, difficulties in dividing responsibilities and resource allocation, and a lack of systematic documentation, reporting and feedback (Edvardsson, Haglund & Mattson 1995). Besides these obstacles and challenges, also the aforementioned success factors need to be considered in order to be better prepared to make use of the opportunities and on the
other hand to avoid the pitfalls and risks when developing new service business.
Based on the literature review new service design is a process that needs to be
formalised and carefully considered also from the risk management perspective.
When identifying and assessing threats and opportunities related to the new service design the following topics are important to take into account:
–
–
–
–
–
–

3.4

Strategic choices regarding teams, process design and information technology
Management support and involvement
Resource allocation
Customer interaction
Service value network structure and relationships
Market and business environment

Case study results

The analysis of the case study data showed that the companies had set targets for
developing new product offering and related new services. It was, however, not
clear how these targets could be reached. The market potential had been analysed
but there was a need to get more detailed information about the market potential
of the service business and international market opportunities particularly.
The study of the threats and opportunities related to new services revealed that
there were significant external and internal factors that the company needs to take
into account when developing new services. Threats were related to reaching new
customers, collaboration with new partners, failures to develop new product and
service offering, lack of required resources and competence, and new competitors.
The new services can provide opportunities in expanding the customer base, increasing revenue, and forming new profitable partnerships and long-term relationships with customers.
The case companies’ service value network risks were related to suppliers and
supplier networks, clients, stakeholders, and competitors. Risks related to suppli-
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ers included failures in selection of partners, lack of competence, lack of resources, lack of communication and poor financial status. Supplier network related risks were similar to the supplier related risks but these were more difficult to
control as there usually was no direct contact to the suppliers’ suppliers. Stakeholder related risks were related to e.g. authorities’ requirements, delays in various permit procedures and communication problems. Clients’ requirements and
understanding of the client needs were the common risks concerning clients. The
risk factors related to the value network are detailed in . The risk factors can be
seen to include both threats and opportunities.
Table 5.

Risk factors related to the value network of the case companies.

Value network actor
Company’s internal organisation

Supplier

Supplier’s network

Stakeholders

Clients

Risk factors
Competence
Resources
Coordination of network activities
Communication
Selection of partners
Competence and resources
Communication
Financial status
Scheduling of activities
Visibility to the suppliers’ suppliers
Communication
Requirements
Permit procedures
Communication
Understanding of client needs
Communication

The results of the case study identified the following key challenges related to
managing risks in the development of new service business:
– Allocation of resources for the development of new service business.
– Networking and forming partnerships required for delivering new services.
– Designing the new service business offering.
– Development of new technologies and related services concurrently.
– Setting of clear objectives for the development of new services.
– Following changes in the operational environment.
Based on the results of the case study, the following key steps of managing risks
related to new service business development were identified: 1) analysis of mar-
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ket potential of the new services, 2) analysis of risks related to internal resources
and capabilities available for the service development, 3) analysis of external risk
factors affecting the business environment, 4) identification of the key players and
their role and related risks in service business network, and 5) development of
measures that mitigate threats and utilising the opportunities related to new service business. When the services have been launched and are on the market it is
important to monitor the development of risks. Risk monitoring needs to cover
the value network related risk factors.

3.5

Conclusions

The case study results indicate that service business changes business and risk
environment forcing organizations to identify new risks and adapt their thinking
about risks and the ways of managing risks. The results from the case study show
that it is important to explore both organisation’s internal and external environment and their future development when analysing new services and related
threats and opportunities. Risk assessment and management needs to cover the
whole service business value network.
Risks related to value networks identified in this study are related to coordination,
control and communication of the networks. Based on this study a framework for
integrating risk management in service value networks can be proposed. The
framework includes five main phases: market potential analysis, internal resources and capability analysis, external business environment analysis, value
network risk analysis and development of risk management measures. In each of
these phases risks should be identified, their significance assessed and risk management measures designed and implemented. In addition, risk monitoring needs
to be organised to cover the risk factors in value networks.
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4 ASSET-SPECIFIC SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
4.1

Introduction

By systematic collection and processing of data from asset use and locations, the
service providers may aim to create more active and continuous relationship to
customers so that information would be distributed regularly and customers
would experience feeling of a better service. It is important that customers and
providers share an understanding of the benefits of the services, which for instance can be analysed based on availability rates that could be achieved in certain
locations with the service offering considered. By representing the benefits and
potential savings through life cycle costs, among others, to customer, customer
may become more committed to the company and the collaboration may develop
towards a partnership.
Customer needs related to services may vary greatly among customers, depending
on customers’ strategic, production environment and business environment.
While productising service offerings, the company still often wants to preserve
flexibility and the possibility to tailor the contents of the service offering. Development process proposed in this section proceeds from understanding the service
needs at a general level to more asset specific information, and finally to customer
specific service planning that considers differing needs between customers. Thorough understanding of the general, and asset and customer specific needs allows
the company to offer right kind of services to its customers throughout the product life cycle. The explicated service concept should cover the organising idea,
the customer’s service experience, and service outcome for the customer (Johnston & Clark 2008).
While planning the collaborative relationship, the service provider and customer
need to communicate and agree on the objectives related to the service deliveries
and at the practical level on the maintenance plan. While the planning process
should support collection of adequate information of factors that affect the requirements for the services and also the costs and assumed value of the services,
the communication during the operational period may be dominated by the implementation of the services (actions against possible failures and reaction to surrounding environment, etc.).
While development of services also needs to focus on economies of scale,
productization of services and the avoidance of strategic drifting, service providers are simultaneously aware of the importance of the need for customer specific
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implementations. Thus, we conclude that it is necessary to focus on the service
providers’ capability to react to varying customer needs.

4.2

Outlining the process of asset-specific maintenance
service development

When defining asset-specific services, both business and operational perspective
relating to customer’s production activities and environment need to be considered. Figure 22 proposes how customer-oriented service concept, asset-specific
data and maintenance task and spare parts service planning all contribute to the
asset-specific service content.
Asset-specific data collection
•Methods of production
•Use of devices
•….

Defining the key
elements of service

Asset-specific data

Data collection regarding working environment
•Failure data
•Prevailing conditions
•…

Plans for
maintenance tasks
and spare parts
service

Customer-oriented
service concept

Business model

Information from
component suppliers
•Service recommendations
•….

Data collection for defining service concept
Considering customers business-specific
features in service offering
Defining customer value

Assetspecific
service

Defining the influence of environmental conditions
Defining service needs according to conditions
Planning asset-specific maintenance tasks etc. measures

Customer-specific pricing
DESCRIBING BUSINESS

DESCRIBING CUSTOMER’S PRODUCTION
ACTIVITIES AND ENVIRONMENT

Figure 22. Phases related to developing customer-specific maintenance services.
Firstly, the company needs to have understanding about the service concept and
its key elements. Business models (e.g. proposed by Osterwalder 2010) can be
applied for the presentation of the key elements related to the services. Secondly,
data that addresses working environment, such as failure data combined with information on the prevailing conditions in the location, increase the asset-specific
understanding. Having more information and data about failures and prevailing
conditions and their effects not only gives a possibility to develop better products.
Understanding the effects of environmental factors on the service requirements is
also very important. To sum up, different maintenance environments affect how
the maintenance operations are shaping up.
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The baseline for the services or service offering can be designed based on the
technical knowledge and understanding of the customer basis in general. Various
methods are available for exploiting the technical knowledge in the organisation
and for transforming this into applicable knowledge in, for instance, the maintenance programme development. These methods include reliability centred
maintenance (RCM), business centred maintenance (BCM), value-driven maintenance planning (VDMP) and various individual risk management approaches. We
depict the process of further development of the services for the individual needs
related to assets (see Figure 22 for the basic principle), as follows.
–

Gathering of the initial data: Gathering of the initial data includes actions
taken to get together sufficient amount of data on the failures of the considered equipment and the operational conditions. The extent of the initial
data defines how well in practice the environment can be taken into account in the maintenance service offering. The initial failure data should
include as detailed descriptions of the failures as possible. This makes it
possible to use the data more efficiently when making the decisions on
maintenance. Existing classification of, for instance, the failure modes and
mechanisms helps in the analysis of the data and in finding the proper
maintenance actions and service content for the needs. When possible, the
failure data should be pre-analysed and prepared so that early failures and
a selection of irrelevant failure types are excluded.

–

Gathering of knowledge regarding customers’ business processes: Development of the customer specific service offering should be based on not
only the technical and environmental data but complemented with sufficient amount of information on the customers’ businesses. Generation of
the value proposition of the services, for instance, can be supported by information on how various decisions, approaches, methods, actions and
services can have effects on the customer’s business.

–

Analysis of data: The data analysis, performed as a part of the process in
Figure 22, can be based on the principles presented in that section. The
phase results in a classification: the different classes have their specific
failure behaviour relating to the environmental conditions (depending on
the characteristics of the production environment, for instance humidity,
temperature).

–

Identification of the effects of customer’s specific characteristics on
maintenance objectives: The specific characteristics of customer’s business have effects on the design of maintenance and carrying out the tasks.
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These characteristics include the value of the production, utilization rate,
time windows allowed for maintenance, etc.
–

Development of maintenance: Gathering the new failure, environment and
business knowledge is meant to support the development of the service offering – the maintenance tasks, when addressing the offering at the practical level. The maintenance service offering at the practical level is a combination of maintenance tasks carried out based on a careful selection. The
selection of appropriate and cost-efficient maintenance tasks for the target
can be based on a selection of systematic methods, such as reliability centred maintenance (RCM).

–

Customer value assessment and tailoring of the customer/target specific
service offering: In order to be on a profitable basis, service offering needs
to meet the customer needs and create value in customers’ processes.
Since the effects of services on customers’ business are not always selfevident, analysis of customer value of the services is found important. The
added value assessment is a phase where one needs to analyse how the
customer’s cost elements are affected by the services considered. For instance, a cost-based Failure, Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) shows the failures in economic terms and together with the
analysis of customers’ operational costs, the resulted information can be
utilized as a basis for the value calculations. Thus, the analysis of value finally shows how much money the customer may save by consuming the
services considered.

Furthermore, the maintenance planning phase can be divided into sub phases, as
presented in Figure 23. We propose that the customer specific maintenance planning is a combination of once-made tasks and customer specific recurring tasks.
The core of the customer/asset specific assessment is the criticality evaluation
based on the initial failure modes, effects and criticality analysis. Thus, the initial
analysis is updated at least regarding the probability of the different failure
modes. The update is needed because of, for instance, the variation in environmental conditions as well as other factors that affect the probability of failures
(how and how much the equipment is used, age of the equipment etc.).
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Figure 23. RCM-based development of an asset specific initial maintenance
programme.

4.3

Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM)

IEC 60300-3-11 presents the concepts of initial and in-service maintenance programmes, where the idea is in the development of the maintenance programme
based on the experiences gathered in use. Herein, we present a high-level framework for composing the initial maintenance programme, based on the selected
items of asset and location specific information.
Thus, in Figure 23, the key elements of Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM)
are integrated with asset and location specific elements and information. In the
following sections, we discuss the RCM methodology, the core of our proposal, a
bit further.

4.3.1

RCM as a method in the service development process

Reliability-centred maintenance (RCM) is a systematic process that aims to define
a cost-efficient maintenance programme by selecting applicable maintenance
tasks against the fault modes and failure mechanisms identified during the process. There is a technical standard IEC 60300-3-11 (IEC 60300-3-11) that introduces this approach (see Figure 24). RCM was initially developed for the commercial aviation industry in the late 1960s. It is now a proven and accepted meth-
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odology used in a wide range of industries. The final objective of using RCM
approach is an overall safety, availability and economy of operation.

Specification
Function
Operating condition
Environment condition
Reliability target

Analysis of maintenance plan
Identifying FSIs
Task development
Task frequency (RCM)

Maintenance
Failure data
Maintenance method
Maintenance tools
Training plan

Initial maintenance programme
Before operation
After operation

On-going maintenance programme

Actual maintenance data
Actual operational data
Actual failure data

New technology
New materials
New maintenance techniques and tools

Figure 24. Concept of on-going maintenance programme according to IEC
60300-3-11.
RCM focuses on the preservation of system function. RCM process includes e.g.
the identification of specific failure modes to define loss of function or functional
failure and the prioritisation of the importance of the failure modes. The latter is
done because all functions or functional failures are not equal. In RCM process
effective and applicable preventive maintenance tasks for the appropriate failure
modes are identified. Effective means that among competing candidates the selected preventive maintenance task is the most cost-effective option. Applicable
means that the task will prevent, mitigate, detect the onset of failure mode or discover failure mode.
The development of an RCM programme is based on the identification of functionally significant items (FSIs) and identification of applicable and effective preventive maintenance tasks against the known failure modes and mechanisms (see
further details on FMEA in the next sub-section). The selection of maintenance
tasks is carried out by using decision tree logic. The possible preventive maintenance task types can be (a) condition-based, like periodic functional testing, periodic inspection, condition monitoring or operation supervision, or (b) predetermined maintenance, like periodic restoration, periodic servicing or modification
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work (Rosqvist et al. 2009). Maintenance tasks can be selected based on risk importance, fault detection and failure mechanism, using logic tree flowchart.
One of the key characteristics of a value driven maintenance planning approach is
the formulation of objectives at company, plant and maintenance level, as presented by Rosqvist et al. (2009). Furthermore, the value of maintenance is structured in a form of a value tree and interpreted in relation to the fundamental and
strategic objectives, as shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Objective setting for reliability centred maintenance planning (RCM)
(Rosqvist et al. 2009).

4.3.2

Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) as a part
of an RCM process

A failure analysis can be seen as an integrated part of an RCM study. The main
principles of a failure mode and effect analysis and a criticality assessment are
presented in the following sub-section.
Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) is a qualitative, systematic and inductive (i.e. bottom-up) method for identifying and analysing the effects of the potential failure modes in a system. It is a standardised (IEC 60812) reliability analysis
method intended to identify failures that have significant consequences affecting
the system performance in the application under study. FMEA is an important
technique for assuring system reliability, and it can be used for many different
purposes, including assessment of reliability, safety, need for system repairs, economical aspects etc. The preliminary version of FMEA for a system under study
can be already done during conception, planning, and definition phases of system
life cycle. The analysis can be complemented in the design and development
phases. In addition to the evaluation of safety, the FMEA can be used for different
purposes that may include:
–

The evaluation of the effects and the sequences of events caused by each
identified item failure mode, from whatever cause, at various levels in the
functional hierarchy of a system,
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–

Determination of the significance or criticality of each failure mode,

–

Classification of identified failure modes according to different kind of
factors like the detection of failures, diagnosability, testability, item replaceability, compensating and operating provisions (repair, maintenance
and logistics, etc.) and any other relevant characteristics.

FMEA is a technique for design review support and for assurance and assessment,
which should be put into use from the very first steps of system and subsystem
design. FMEA is appropriate to all levels of system design. Special training of
personnel performing FMEA is required, and they must have the close collaboration of systems engineers and designers. The FMEA must be updated as the project progresses and as designs are modified. By the end of the project, FMEA is
used to check the project design and may be essential for demonstration of conformity of a designed system to required standards, regulations, and user's requirements (IEC 60812).
The FMEA can be documented using a table that is specially designed for a certain analysis. Very often FMEA analysis document includes at least the following
columns: item number, part name, failure mode, failure cause, failure effect, failure detection, remarks (including e.g. notes in which conditions the failure mode
can cause a danger). If FMECA (Fault Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis,
which is an extension of FMEA) is carried out, for example the severity of failure
and the probability of a failure mode are also estimated and documented. In an
FMECA each identified fault mode can be ranked, for example, according to the
combined influence of its probability of occurrence and the severity of its consequences. The quantification of both the criticality and the probability of failure
can be used as an aid to decision-making on the possible resulting corrective actions and their priorities. IEC 60812 presents an example for the failure effects’
criticality scale. A criticality grid can also be used to illustrate the relation between the severity and probability of failure modes.
We conclude that the lack of profound knowledge about the specific requirements
of the operation environment and about the customer is among the challenges of
developing value-adding industrial services. The framework and methods presented in this section offer possibilities for systematic consideration of maintenance services based on customer specific needs. While the service providers
have increased their capabilities in the creation of customer centric maintenance
service offerings, we further identify following development targets for the future: more efficient utilisation of the gathered data and practical analysis approaches, new forms of collaboration with the end customer from the service perspective and efficient exchange of knowledge.
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5 INTEGRATION OF OPERATIONS STRATEGY
INTO DYNAMIC SENSE & RESPONSE
RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS BY TECHNOLOGY
RANKINGS
5.1

Introduction

This research aims at further developing of the existing strategic decision-making
tool – Critical Factor Index (CFI) (Ranta & Takala 2007). The key target of the
research is creation of a method for the strategy type detection through utilization
of CFI analysis, to be more exact, its better developed form - BCFI (Balanced
Critical Factor Index). The further validation of the method is to be organized
with the case companies.
It is reasonable to state that the main limitation of the study is the little number of
case companies analyzed with the method. Even though in the research four case
companies took part, the validation field is not wide enough. Therefore further
deeper validation with different types and sizes of participating companies is necessary.

5.2
5.2.1

Theory and research
Manufacturing Operations Strategy

The sub-chapter concentrates only on one classification of the companies’ behaviour based on strategy type - Miles & Snow Topology (1978). Mintzberg explains
strategy as a future plan of the organization, a pattern of its performance, a position or niche in certain markets, a perspective (out-in as well as in-out) to look its
business and a ploy to overcome its competitors (Mintzberg 1998). Strategic
choices of an organization in certain market conditions determine its particular
stance for business operations conditions (Miles, 1978).
The typology divides the business strategies into four groups, Defenders, Prospectors, Analyzers and Reactors. Managers adopt one of these strategies at certain time, to be consistence facing the external environment. The adaptive capability broadens the opportunities that organizations can materialize (Daft, 2009).
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Sense & Respond Methodology

‘Sense & Response’ (Bradley & Nolan 1998) is more than a desired behaviour; it
is a scalable managerial framework for the ability to adopt improvements. This
means that it is relevant to any leader, regardless of the size of the unit. The existing framework for most organizations is ‘Make & Sell’, which does not satisfy
the highly competitive and constantly changing business environment any more
(Ranta & Takala 2007). The main idea of ‘Sense & Response’ philosophy is the
execution of the best practices in a dynamically changing environment by detecting changes (sensing) and reacting to them properly (responding), in other words,
converting threats into opportunities, drawbacks into strengths. Sensing earlier
and responding better to what is happening at a moment requires a fundamentally
different decision-making supporting model, therefore Balanced Critical Factor
Index (BCFI) methodology will be presented in the following part (Nadler & Takala 2008).

5.2.3

Critical Factor Index / Balanced Critical Factor Index

“The CFI method is a measurement tool to indicate which attribute of a business
process is critical and which is not, based on the experience and expectations of
the company’s employees, customers or business partners”. (Ranta & Takala
2007)
In fact, the CFI method is a supporting tool for the strategic decision-making. In
the current business environment fast adaptation and development can be considered as one of the most important strengths. Balanced Critical Factor Index
(BCFI), which presents the modified CFI, detects the most critical factors affecting the overall company’s performance much more properly and reliably. BCFI
method provides the company with the crucial strategic data for the approach development and correction.
The easiest way for the required data collection is the qualitative questionnaire.
The important characteristic is that the more respondents take place in the data
collection, the more reliable the results are. After the data collection, the indexes
from table 6 need to be calculated to finalize the analysis (Nadler & Takala 2008).
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Table 6.

The list of formulas for BCFI calculation (Nadler & Takala
2008).

GAP INDEX (GI)
Determines the gap between the expectation and experience for a particular attribute.

=

(

.

)

.

,

DEIRECTION OF DEVELOPMENT INDEX (DDI)
Demonstrates the actual change of an attribute’s performance in time (positive or negative).

=

(

%

%)

,

IMPORTANCE INDEX (II)
Determines the importance level of every evaluated
attribute.

=

PERFORMANCE INDEX (PI)
Reflects the degree of an attribute’s performance
based on the actual experience of the respondents.

=

STANDARD DEVIATION EXPECTATION INDEX (SD expc I)
Determines the level of deviation existing in the responses regarding all the attributes’ expectations.

=

+

=

+

STANDARD DEVIATION EXPERIENCE INDEX (SD expr I)
Determines the level of deviation existing in the responses regarding all the attributes’ experiences.
BALANCED CRITICAL FACTOR INDEX (BCFI)
The resulting index detects the most critical factors
affecting the overall company’s performance.

=

The results of BCFI calculations can be further presented in the graphical form
that provides reader with the clearer representation of the criticality allocation
among the attributes (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. Example of the final graphic based on BCFI calculations.
The above stated figure clearly demonstrates us which of the attributes are critical
at the moment (marked by red colour), those which may become critical in the
nearest future (marked by yellow colour) and ones that non-critical at the moment
(marked by green colour).

5.3

RAL Model relation with BCFI

Originally the RAL Model (Takala 2007) is used to measure the success factors in
logistics. The method has been successfully replicated for the manufacturing
strategies as well as operational competitiveness of various organizations (Figure
27). RAL is abbreviated from Responsiveness, Agility and Leanness. An Organization achieves the optimization of the RAL model components (Responsiveness,
Agility, Leanness) by prioritizing between cost, quality, time and flexibility. Balancing act between these four attributes reflects in the company strategy and can
be tested by the mean of mathematical models proposed by Takala (2007).
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Figure 27. RAL model (Takala 2007).
Responsiveness: Responsiveness is the "speed by which the system satisfies unanticipated requirements". Organization Responsiveness is the
ability to purposefully react and fulfil its customer requests within the
bounding of promised time and cost (Holweg 2005).
Agility: Agility is the "speed by which the system adapts to the optimal
cost structure". Agility of the processes leads to on time delivery to diversified customer demands for products and quality at optimal costs.
(Yauch 2011)
Leanness: Leanness is to "minimize waste in all resources and activities".
Leanness starts with the minimization of waste while negating it from the
value chain of the product or project delivery systems. Adoption of the
leanness can be an answer to deliver the quality projects at customer satisfied price. (Senaratne & Wijesiri 2008)
Flexibility: Flexibility is the ability of any system to adopt the changing
environmental conditions, in terms of cost, time, quality and organizational disruption. More flexibility in the manufacturing operations enables the
organizations to move with changing customer needs, respond to competitive pressure, and hence positive presence in the market (Slack 2005).

5.4

Development proposition

The way to integrate Miles & Snow Topology (Miles 1978) into Sense and Response methodology is to divide the attributes from OP (Operations) questionnaire between the general points of RAL Model. The deviation should be made
according to the influence of an attribute on Quality, Cost, Time or Flexibility of
the business performance process. From this point of view it is worth to pay atten-
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tion to the key idea of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), firstly developed by
Saaty (1980). According to Saaty:
“To make a decision we need to know the problem, the need and purpose of the
decision, the criteria of the decision, their sub-criteria, stakeholders and groups
affected and the alternative actions to take.” (Saaty 2008)
All of these can successfully help to manage the company perfectly and place it at
a top level in the market. Although the system is firstly described for mathematics
and psychology, nowadays it is used to make decisions in government, health
care, education, business, and industry. AHP implies the following relation of
sub-criteria to their criteria (Quality, Cost, Time and Flexibility), what leads to
better understanding of the basic elements of RAL Model Ttable 7).

AHP Competitive Priorities (Saaty 2008).

Goal

Table 7.

QUALITY

COST

TIME

FLEXIBILITY
Broad Product Line

Mix Changes

Volume Change

Design Adjustment

Dependable Promises

Right Quality

Right Amount

On Agreed Time

Fast Delivery

Continuous Improvement

Activity Based Measurement

Quality Costs

Value Added

Low Cost

Certification

Environmental Aspects

Reliability

Product Performance

Low Defect Rate

Sub-Criteria

Criteria

COMPETITIVE PRIORITIES OF MANUFACTURING STRATEGY

Following the general idea of the above presented table the BCFI attributes gathered in OP (Operation) questionnaire can be divided among the RAL Model elements in the similar manner (Table 8):
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Table 8.

Deviation of the attributes into four groups.

QUALITY
On-time deliveries to customer
Control and optimization of all types of inventories
Quality control of products, processes and operations
Quality & reliability of information in information systems
Usability and functionality of information systems
COST
Innovativeness and performance of research and development
Knowledge and technology diffusion
Reduction of unprofitable time in processes
Leadership and management systems of the company
Code of conduct and security of data and information
TIME
Communication between different departments and hierarchy levels
Design and planning of the processes and products
Information systems support the business processes
Visibility of information in information systems
Availability of information in information systems
FLEXIBILITY
Training and development of the company's personnel
Short and prompt lead-times in order-fulfillment process
Adaptiveness of changes in demands and in order backlog
Well defined responsibilities and tasks for each operation
Utilizing different types of organizing systems

The listed above attributes definitely have influence on more than one key category of RAL model, but they are secondary and less sufficient. In the current article
the attention is given to the most crucial effect after the attributes.
Further, BCFI value is proposed to be the basis to calculate the separate results
for Quality, Cost, Time and Flexibility, as we need to judge upon the importance
of an attribute for one of RAL Model elements. The following step is summarizing of values of BCFI separately per group (Quality, Cost, Time and Flexibility)
in accordance with the formula: SUM = x BCFI, where x BCFI is values of the
attributes related to Quality, Cost, Time or Flexibility. As a result we get the certain numbers, which do not tell us anything yet (Table 9).
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Example of summarized BCFI values per group.

QUALITY
8,4500

COST
5,9540

TIME
8,1700

FLEXIBILITY
9,9900

According to Miles & Snow topology (1978) the strategy type can be detected
depending on fixed proportions between RAL Model elements. For example, Prospector Strategy has definite focus on quality; Defender Strategy aims at achieving advantage in cost and Analyzer Strategy is balancing between quality, cost as
well as time. The used formulas were formulas developed by Takala and described in the detailed way in the article: ‘Analytic calculation of global operative
competitiveness’ (Takala, Kamdee, Hirvelä, Kyllonen, 2007). As a result, the
biggest value will show the most preferred strategy type by the analyzed company
(table 10). The table declares that by BCFI values utilization, the analyzed case
company most probably prefers Defender strategy type.
Table 10.

Example of the finalized calculation.
QUALITY
8,4500
Prospector
0,6283

COST
5,9540
Analyzer
0,6190

TIME
8,1700
Defender
0,7443

FLEXIBILITY
9,9900
Reactor
0,6863

The method users may also be interested in understanding the proportions among
the main strategy types preferred; therefore, for better visual interpretation of the
results the following graphic may be built (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Example of the final graphic based on the strategy type calculation.
The following figure (Figure 29) gives reader a better understanding of the criticality allocation among the attributes in reference to the key elements of RAL
model. The practical sense of the figure is high, as it helps to understand which
strategic behaviour may lead company to a better performance. In the current
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case, for example, the critical attributes refer to the following RAL categories:
two of them are related to Time: ‘Communication between different departments
and hierarchy levels’, ‘Information systems support the business processes’; two
to Cost: ‘Knowledge and technology diffusion’ and one attribute – to Quality:
‘Usability and functionality of information systems’. The company should pay
attention to the listed attributes as they have the most sufficient influence on its
performance.

Figure 29. Visual representation of the attributes divided between the RAL
model elements.
Based on Miles & Snow topology (1978), we can conclude that the company
could achieve better performance if behaving like Analyzer (concentrating on
Cost, Time and Quality).

5.5

Results

The method validation was arranged among four case companies, which wished
not to show their names in publications. The information represented in the chapter is confidential; therefore the official names of the case companies will not appear in the study. The names are replaced with abbreviations CC1, CC2, CC3 and
CC4. Due to the limited size of the article, there are be presented only the results
of the method application in the chapter. In other words, Results section provides
readers with the empirical data and the practical experience gained during the
research. Therefore a clear proof of the method reliability can be proposed. The
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validation involves comparison of the MSI results (preferable strategy detection)
with the developed BCFI results.
Table 11 demonstrates the results of MSI and BCFI derived data per case company, the detected strategy type and how well the results by two methods match. In
addition the validity and reliability grades were given based on the information
about the participating respondents per company.

Dependability

Conformability

YES

5

5

5

5

YES

5

3

4

5

YES

5

5

4

5

YES

4

4

5

5

4,7

4,2

4,5

5,0

Do the
results
match?

Strategy
Type

Sequence of
Dominance

Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI)

Prospector

P<R<D<A

BCFI derived results

Prospector

P<R<D<A

Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI)

Defender

D<R<P<A

BCFI derived results

Defender

D<R<P<A

Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI)

Defender

D<R<P<A

BCFI derived results

Defender

D<R<P<A

Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI)

Prospector

P<R<D<A

BCFI derived results

Prospector

P<R<D<A

Case Company Name

Transferability

Resulting table.

Credibility

Table 11.

Case company 1 (CC1)

Case company 2 (CC2)

Case company 3 (CC3)

Case company 4 (CC4)

Average Value

The most valuable for the current research conclusion is that both methods of
analysis (MSI and BCFI) show similar results, therefore, tested with four case
companies the proposed development of Balanced Critical Factor Index demonstrates high durability.

5.6

General findings

The study demonstrates the correlation between the theoretical aspects of RAL
model and practical application of Balanced Critical Factor Index. The deviation
of the OP questionnaire attributes correspondence to the general idea of RAL
model and its key elements. Therefore the bridge between Manufacturing Operations Strategy and BCFI methodology has been found. With the additional development the applicability of the method increases, as modification allows analyzers to detect the preferable by the company strategy type. In combination with
BCFI potential, one might derive at least three additional benefits:
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1. Firstly, the analysis specifies all the critical attributes in relation to the elements of RAL model (Quality, Cost, Time and Flexibility). Therefore it is
possible to see which strategy type may bring a better business performance for the company. With such additional information the company’s
management has a great opportunity to adjust the general strategy and take
better strategic steps.
2. Secondly, in case the analysis is arranged among different departments in a
company the top management has the possibility to check either the departments follow the general strategy or not; which strategy is preferable
per department; which attributes in the departments need to be adjusted to
achieve a better correspondence with the general company’s strategy.
3. Thirdly, with the adjusted questionnaire it becomes possible even to forecast the future strategy of the analyzed company supported by the future
critical attributes affecting the business performance.
Balanced Critical Factor Index methodology returns to analyzer the set of critical
for the company parameters describing the weaknesses and the strengths of the
operating area. The proposed development brings to BCFI results the vector of
development, which, saying in the language of Physics, transforms the static situation into the kinetic (dynamic) one. The described above may be called as the
main benefit out of the developed method application.

5.7

Conclusion

During the research the key focus was given to the stage of the strategy detection
as an important step of the strategic analysis. The research has demonstrated a
strong theoretical basis connecting together different approaches like Manufacturing Operations Strategy, RAL model and Sense & Respond methodology into the
solid core, with its nucleus represented by Miles & Snow topology (1978).
Based on the found theoretical correlations the new method of the strategy type
detection was proposed through utilization of Sense & Respond methodology and
Balanced Critical Factor Index in particular. Therefore the key target may be considered as fulfilled.
With the developed method the BCFI’s applicable scope has been increased in the
direction of provision companies with more data for strategic decision-making.
Therefore, BCFI gained possibility for being a broad based method with bigger
quantity of potential users. In combination with the BCFI analysis the developed
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method provides a clear vector of development for the company, completed with
the strategic information about the most affected edges of business performance.
The validation of the method was arranged among four case companies representing separated industries and business areas. The number of respondents, overall
and per case company, was sufficient for making strong statements. Nevertheless,
the further deeper investigation of the method with different types and sizes of
participating companies is necessary. The testing was organized in a form of
comparison between the results of Manufacturing Strategy Index (MSI) and the
results derived from Balanced Critical Factor Index (BCFI). The method demonstrated high accuracy, validity and reliability in detection of the preferable strategy type. The arranged comparison of MSI and BCFI results shows absolute match
for every case company, moreover, the tested sequence of dominance (the ranking
of preferred strategy type from the most to the less wanted) reflects similar results. At the end of the research a set of practical advice for the method application was described, what represented the potential benefits out of it:
A possibility to see which strategy type may bring a better business performance for the company.
An additional opportunity to adjust the general strategy and take better
strategic steps by operation with complementary information.
A possibility to check either business units follow the general strategy or
not (in case of separate analysis per unit); which strategy is preferable per
unit; which attributes in the units need to be adjusted to achieve a better
correspondence with the general company’s strategy.
An extended form of questionnaire brings the potential for forecasting the
future strategy of the analyzed company supported by the future critical
attributes affecting the business performance.
In general, the proposed method has a wide potential and sufficient practical value for strategic decision-making process and strategic analysis. With further investigation and validation it might become multifunctional and applicable to different forms of questionnaires and methods of research.
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6 IMPACTS FOR NEW KNOWLEDGE CREATIONS,
LIMITATIONS, FURTHER STUDIES AND
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
6.1

Experiences from the use of the methods during
response

Seven manager-level respondents replied to a questionnaire concerning their experiences of RESPONSE project and tools used during the project. All of the respondents assessed that they have been actively involved in the project (satisfactory 14 %, good 71 % and excellent 14 %). The benefits of the project for companies involved have been satisfactory (29 %) or good (71 %). According to respondents’ comments the most significant benefits have been strategic typing of
companies and the development work as such instead of continuing in the old
way. The development plans made during the project were considered to be feasible, but the actual implementation of plans is still in progress in most of the cases.
Being involved in the project has been beneficial for taking forward the development projects of the companies involved. Systematic analysis of company’s operations has helped to find out the most important development needs of the company. About half of the respondents think that the development work would have
been done also without Response-project. The rest consider that it might not have
been done or that it would have been done much later. The respondents consider
that similar development projects should be done also later, e.g. because the operations of a company need to be constantly improved and the companies get good
examples of systematic development work. The question “how did the project
correspond with your expectations?” aroused varying comments. Some respondents were satisfied with the project and though it was carried out well while some
respondents though the process was difficult to understand and still a work in
process. The respondents consider the tools (AHP-analysis, Sense & Respond
questionnaires, interviews, roadmap, and network analysis) useful and feasible.
The application of different tools during the project was sufficiently good, the
respondents could use the tools also in the future, and they though the tools
worked quite well together.

6.2

Sustainable operative housing by dynamic renting

Knowledge intensive business aims at constant modernization, development and
innovation, therefore the whole market segment is quite unstable and barely pre-
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dictable. The bright representatives of the knowledge intensive business are housing (retailing) companies, as they depend a lot on customers’ opinion, experience,
and satisfaction; face various and unique requirements from the customers’ side.
Customer satisfaction has crucial impact on the business, hence valuable. The
loyalty of the customers increases with the satisfaction level what is beneficial for
the company. A new method for dynamic resource allocations in the operative
processes in housing, especially in the renting, where the customers move from
one apartment to another one, has been proposed. Through the applied methodology we found out which areas of the companies’ business performance and resources (internal process flow) are critical and may become critical. Hence, it
became possible to trace tendency which takes place internally and externally of,
at least, two companies operating on the housing market of Finland. With more
participants the method has a huge potential to predict the behavior of the whole
Finnish housing market, what might be considered as the very strong tool of strategic planning and decision-making. Another benefit is comparatively simple applicability of the method to other market segments and industries. The investigation has shown high level of expertise for the answers obtained and sufficient level of the overall reliability. The case study is at the semi-strong and weak market
test stages. Nevertheless, the method is at the very early stage of development,
therefore has been tested only with two participating company. It can be called as
the main limitation at the moment. Further development and validation is required
for getting stronger data about trends and correlations existing in the proposed
method.

6.3

Validation of sense and respond methodology
through the prism of technology implementation

In general the methodology is the supporting tool for strategic decision-making
which can be utilized in different types of organizations and segments of the market. Operative business performance based balanced critical factor index (BCFI)
on its current stage of development looks into the problem from the side of
knowledge existing in the company as the basis of resource allocation arrangement. The growing role of technology cannot be underestimated nowadays as it
brings vast number of opportunities for business development, growth and
strengthen of the competitive advantages. In the current century of the world wide
spreading of information technology (IT) even the companies with conservative
forms of operations relay on them. The technology has overcome the barrier when
was only created by knowledge, but now vice versa, technology gained ability for
the knowledge creation. In this sense, at least two points of view should be applied by BCFI methodology – knowledge and technology. Figure 30 shows the
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variability by the separated summaries of variability coefficients for Technology,
Experiences and Expectations rankings given by the respondents. The lower the
value of an attribute the more reliable the result is. All the values are lower than 1,
what stands for the good reliability of the data.

Figure 30. Implication Levels for three sections of questionnaire: expectations,
experience and technology.
Technology and knowledge nowadays constantly cooperate on the way of creation new technology out of knowledge and vice versa. The extended BCFI gives a
unique chance to adjust/develop the critical areas of the business performance and
bring them to a better non-critical level. Through this stream the results of traditional BCFI have been validated and adjusted by the added technology mean. The
case study is at the semi-strong market test stage as the decisions made on the
results’ basis have been already applied. The method is at the very early stage of
development, therefore has been tested only in a couple of case companies. Further development and validation is required for getting stronger data about trends
and correlations existing in the proposed BCFI extension.

6.4

Detection of a company’s preferable strategy type
by Sense & Respond methodology

The key focus was given to the stage of the strategy detection as an important step
of the strategic analysis. The research has demonstrated a strong theoretical basis
connecting together different approaches like Manufacturing Operations Strategy,
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RAL model and Sense & Respond methodology into the solid core, with its nucleus represented by Miles & Snow topology (1978). Based on the found theoretical correlations the new method of the strategy type detection was proposed
through utilization of Sense & Respond methodology and operative business performance based Balanced Critical Factor Index (BCFI). The validation of the
method was arranged among four case companies representing separated industries and business areas. The further deeper investigation of the method with different types and sizes of participating companies is necessary. The testing was
organized in a form of comparison between the results of Manufacturing Strategy
Index (MSI) and the results derived from Balanced Critical Factor Index (BCFI).
The arranged comparison of MSI and BCFI results shows match for every case
company. And, the tested sequence of dominance (the ranking of preferred strategy type from the most to the less wanted) reflects similar results. A set of practical advice to apply the method was described and justified with some benefits as
follows:
A possibility to see which strategy type may bring a better business performance for the company.
A possibility to check either business units follow the general strategy or
not (in case of separate analysis per unit); which strategy is preferable per
unit; which attributes in the units need to be adjusted to achieve a better
correspondence with the general company’s strategy.
A huge potential for further studies and applications to forecast and verify
reciprocally the future strategy by the future critical resources and vice
versa for recognise and develop Sustainable Competitive Advantage
(SCA).
The method proposed has a wide potential and sufficient practical value for strategic decision-making process and strategic analysis.

6.5

Limitations and Further Studies

Organisational cultures and cultures within industrial branches are crucial when
moving towards knowledge intensive service businesses from production orientated cultures quite typical in Finland. Basing on the dynamic decision making
models developed, applied and quite extensively published as well from global
comparative cases during RESPONSE for fast strategy implementations within
knowledge intensive business cases we have collected quite many lessons
learned. By transformational leadership we may ‘sense’ organizational cultures
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and cultures within industrial branches to recognize and cope with the contradictions that may appear between operations (manufacturing of service) strategies
and transformational leadership (decision making) profiles. This obstacle may
take place especially with strong cultures where e.g. professional identities tend to
be barriers against staff communications and commitments during rapid changes.
In qualitative (deep) case studies the number of informants tends always to be
quite limited. The methods proposed need to be validated in a bigger number of
cases. And, the methods should also be triangulated by other methods like qualitative interviews and archival analyses and numerical input output data (e.g. basing
on Data Envelopment Analyses, DEA) from other documents available in the case
companies.

6.6

Conclusions

What might be the competitive operations and technology strategies in the global
race for Finland when the world economy is growing especially in Asia (‘China
Effect’)? This study is basing on Global Manufacturing Strategies created separate results basing on partly qualitative and partly quantitative case studies and
surveys published before during 2007-11. These separate results should be integrated by the applicant’s international research network to help the Finnish companies operationalize their business potentials in the global race.
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